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Commercial Design Using Revit Architecture 2013 is designed for the architectural student using Revit Architecture 2013.
The intent is to provide the student with a well-rounded knowledge of tools and techniques for use in both school and
industry. This text takes a project based approach to learning Revit Architecture in which the student develops a three
story office building. Each book comes with a DVD containing numerous video presentations of the written material.
General building codes and industry standard conventions are covered in a way that is applicable to the current exercise.
The first two chapters are intended to get the reader familiar with the user interface and many of the common menus and
tools of Revit Architecture 2013. A small office is created in chapter two to show just how easy it is to get started using
Revit Architecture. By the end of chapter two the student will be excited and prepared to take on a much larger project.
Throughout the rest of the book the student develops a three story office building. The drawings start with the floor plans
and develop all the way to photo-realistic renderings like the one on the cover of this book. In these chapters the many
tools and features of Revit Architecture 2013 are covered in greater detail.
This Autodesk Official Training Guide teaches Revit to new users The perfect introduction to Revit Architecture,
Autodesk?s building information modeling (BIM) software, this unique and highly effective guide uses a continuous, stepby-step tutorial to build your skills. You?ll first get to know the Revit interface and basic conventions, then quickly move
right into designing, documenting, and modeling a four-story office building. Place walls, windows, and doors; add floors
ceilings, railings, and stairs; create construction documentation?and that?s just for starters! You?ll be amazed by how
rapidly you can progress. Teaches you how to use Autodesk Revit Architecture, Autodesk?s industry-leading building
information modeling (BIM) software Uses a continuous, step-by-step tutorial that progresses through the book, teaching
you how to design, document, and present a four-story building Covers structural grids, beams, and foundations; adding
text and dimensions; building floors layer by layer; joining exterior and interior walls; creating roofs and ceilings; and
much more Introduces embedded families and formulas, crucial site considerations, and importing and exporting to
various formats Includes a Web site with before-and-after tutorial files so readers can compare their work Best of all, this
guide is self-paced. Follow the tutorial sequentially?or jump into just the chapters you want by downloading the project
files from the companion Web site.
The purpose of this book is to provide efficient materials for those who want to learn the software of Autodesk Revit,
especially for those who are interesting in building MEP systems. This book is ideal for school students and instructors. It
also helps MEP professionals who want to add this software tool to enhance their works. As the title "Step by Step" of
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this book implies, readers will exercise the software from the beginning to the end of the modeling. That's how you get
the whole picture of the entire story and learn the software. This book covers five major disciplines of MEP systems: •
Mechanical • Hydronic Piping • Electrical • Plumbing • Fire Protection Besides the modeling of 3D Duct Works, Conduits
and Piping, it also covers Energy Analysis, Lighting Calculation, Schedule Creations and many MEP related Properties.
The last two are really the heart of Building Information. Author also included a bonus chapter of Architectural Modeling
that will give reader extra background and experience of the software. I wrote this book in two versions: Imperial and
Metric. Reader can choose the one to suit his/her need. With 1000+ steps, 1000+ figures, 60+ exercise files (download
from author's Google Drive) to guide you to complete the entire modeling of a building, there is no reason you cannot
succeed Autodesk Revit MEP.
Residential Design Using AutoCAD 2012 is an introductory level tutorial which uses residential design exercises as the
means to teach AutoCAD 2012. Each book comes with a CD containing numerous video presentations in which the
author shows and explains the many tools and techniques used in AutoCAD 2012. After completing this book readers will
have a well-rounded knowledge of Computer Aided Drafting that they can use in the industry and a feeling of satisfaction
having completed a set of residential drawings. This textbook starts with an optional section that covers basic hand
sketching techniques and concepts intended to increase your ability to sketch design ideas by hand and to think threedimensionally. The book then proceeds with a basic introduction to AutoCAD 2012. The first three chapters are intended
to get the reader familiar with the user interface and many of the common menus and tools. Throughout the rest of the
book readers design a residence through to its completion. Using step-by-step tutorial lessons, the residential project is
followed through to create elevations, sections, details, etc. Throughout the project, new AutoCAD commands are
covered at the appropriate time. Focus is placed on the most essential parts of a command rather than an exhaustive
review of every sub-feature of a particular command. The Appendix contains a bonus section covering the fundamental
principles of engineering graphics that relate to architecture.
Residential Design Using Revit Architecture 2013 is designed for the architectural student new to Revit Architecture
2013. This text takes a project based approach to learning Revit Architecture in which the student develops a single
family residence all the way to photo-realistic renderings like the one on the cover. Each book comes with a DVD
containing numerous video presentations in which the author shows and explains the many tools and techniques used in
Revit Architecture 2013. This book starts with an optional basic introduction to hand sketching techniques and concepts
intended to increase your ability to sketch design ideas by hand and to think three-dimensionally. The lessons then begin
with an introduction to Revit Architecture 2013. The first four chapters are intended to get the reader familiar with the user
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interface and many of the common menus and tools. Throughout the rest of the book a residential building is created and
the many tools and features of Revit Architecture 2013 are covered in greater detail. Using step-by-step tutorial lessons,
the residential project is followed through to create elevations, sections, floor plans, renderings, construction sets, etc.
Complete and thorough update to this Autodesk Official Training Guide! With pages of focused discussions, detailed
exercises, in-depth coverage, and compelling examples, this comprehensive guide shows you how to implement and use
Revit Architecture with spectacular results. You?ll learn how use the interface, how to create fantastic building designs
with Revit, how to produce solid documentation?even how to go direct to fabrication with Revit. An Autodesk Official
Training Guide, this thorough reference and tutorial also helps you prepare for Autodesk's Certified Associate and
Certified Professional exams. Gets you quickly productive with Revit Architecture?s features and functions Shows you
how to document, detail, annotate, and present your designs Helps you improve workflows with worksharing and
collaboration Prepares you for the Revit Architecture 2011 Certified Associate and Certified Professional Exams Gives
contractors the essentials of modeling Explores using Revit for film and stage Mastering Autodesk Revit Architecture is
the ultimate real-world reference on this exciting software.
What's New? In 2020 version author add a Tag Circuits unit to demonstrate how to use combined annotation tags with
panel name and circuit number to tag electrical circuits. --------------------------------------- The purpose of this book is to
provide efficient materials for those who want to learn the software of Autodesk Revit, especially for those who are
interesting in building MEP systems. This book is ideal for school students and instructors. It also helps MEP
professionals who want to add this software tool to enhance their works. As the title "Step by Step" of this book implies,
readers will exercise the software from the beginning to the end of the modeling. That's how you get the whole picture of
the entire story and learn the software. This book covers five major disciplines of MEP systems: • Mechanical • Hydronic
Piping • Electrical • Plumbing • Fire Protection Besides the modeling of 3D Duct Works, Conduits and Piping, it also
covers Energy Analysis, Lighting Calculation, Schedule Creations and many MEP related Properties. The last two are
really the heart of Building Information. Author also included a bonus chapter of Architectural Modeling that will give
reader extra background and experience of the software. I wrote this book in two versions: Imperial and Metric. Reader
can choose the one to suit his/her need. With 1000+ steps, 1000+ figures, 60+ exercise files (download from author's
Google Drive) to guide you to complete the entire modeling of a building, there is no reason you cannot succeed
Autodesk Revit MEP.
The competition for jobs is steep, and employers can afford to be picky. Being a certified Revit Associate or Professional
is an excellent way to distinguish yourself amongst other professionals and provide potential employers a sense of
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security knowing that you possess a high level of knowledge and skills. This book is geared toward users who have been
using Revit for at least six months and are ready to pursue their official Autodesk Revit certification. Autodesk offers two
levels of certification exams: an Associate certificate and a Professional certificate. This book uses step-by-step
instructions to prepare you to take both of these tests. The Unofficial Revit 2012 Certification Exam Guide is a concise
book that will get you up to speed quickly on the nature of the exam's questions so you will know exactly what to expect
on exam day. This book provides the most comprehensive and thorough preparation for theses exams available.
Included are exercises and practice questions which simulate knowledge users should have in order to pass the
certification exams.
Resource added for the Architectural Technology program 106141.
Commercial Design Using Revit Architecture 2012 is designed for the architectural student using Revit Architecture 2012.
The intent is to provide the student with a well-rounded knowledge of tools and techniques for use in both school and
industry. This text takes a project based approach to learning Revit Architecture in which the student develops a three
story office building. Each book comes with a DVD containing numerous video presentations of the written material.
General building codes and industry standard conventions are covered in a way that is applicable to the current exercise.
The first two chapters are intended to get the reader familiar with the user interface and many of the common menus and
tools of Revit Architecture 2012. A small office is created in chapter two to show just how easy it is to get started using
Revit Architecture. By the end of chapter two the student will be excited and prepared to take on a much larger project.
Throughout the rest of the book the student develops a three story office building. The drawings start with the floor plans
and develop all the way to photo-realistic renderings like the one on the cover of this book. In these chapters the many
tools and features of Revit Architecture 2012 are covered in greater detail.
Revit Structure 2012 Basics leads users through a series of exercises and tutorials to familiarize them with the structural
tools inside of Revit Structure. This text assumes no knowledge of Revit Structure. Users who are familiar with the Revit
interface or who want to explore the Revit Structure software will find this book the perfect guide to get them on the road
to productivity. Based on a customized training session for a leading structural engineering firm, the tutorials provide
information for engineers, designers, drafters, and CAD managers in the structural engineering world. Exercises, such as
configuring the Project Browser or setting up documentation sets, are specifically geared towards the structural
engineering industry. If you are tired of Revit exercises geared towards architects and space planners, this text has the
information you need to learn about framing, trusses, foundations, parking structures, and more.
A quick reference card that reinforces the critical knowledge related to AutoCAD Architecture 2012 in a visual and userPage 4/12
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friendly format. CourseNotes will serve as a great reference tool during and after the student completes the course.
The Dynamo and Grasshopper for Revit Cheat Sheet Reference Manual is a collection of side by side Dynamo and
Grasshopper examples in a one-page summary format also referred to as "Cheat Sheets".
Are you unsure about: the current US legal environment with respect to BIM and VDC? the evolving standards of care for
design and construction professionals using BIM and VDC? what practical methods and techniques can be used for
analyzing construction claims and disputes involving BIM technologies and VDC processes? Building Information
Modeling (BIM) technologies and Virtual Design and Construction (VDC) processes are aggressively and fundamentally
changing the design, construction and operation of buildings. Supporters of BIM have highlighted the potential these
technologies have to reduce the need for claims, disputes and litigation, but evidence from several early sources shows
they are not universally successful in this. This timely and unique book provides crucial new methods for analyzing
construction disputes in this emerging AEC technological landscape. It explains how BIM & VDC has significantly altered
the production and delivery of construction drawings, quantity surveys, and schedules, and how these changes might
impact construction disputes. The findings and advice in this book are indispensable to any stakeholder in a construction
project using BIM. It will help Contractors, Cost Managers, Architects, Building Designers, Quantity Surveyors, and
Project Managers to navigate and understand their responsibilities and exposure to risk when working with this new
technology.
Design Integration Using Autodesk Revit 2013 is designed to provide the reader with a well-rounded knowledge of
Autodesk Revit tools and techniques. All three flavors of the Revit platform are introduced in this textbook. This approach
gives the reader a broad overview of the Building Information Modeling (BIM) process. The topics cover the design
integration of most of the building disciplines: Architectural, Interior Design, Structural, Mechanical, Plumbing and
Electrical. Civil is not covered, but adding topography to your model is. Each book comes with a DVD containing
numerous video presentations of the written material. Throughout the book the student develops a two story law office.
The drawings start with the floor plans and develop all the way to photo-realistic renderings similar to the one on the
cover of this book. Along the way the building's structure, ductwork, plumbing and electrical (power and lighting) are
modeled. By the end the reader will have thorough knowledge of many of the Revit basics needed to be productive in a
classroom or office environment. Even if you will only be working with one component of Revit in your chosen profession,
this book will give you important knowledge on how the other disciplines will be doing their work and valuable insight into
the overall process. As an instructor, the author understands that many students in a classroom setting have varying
degrees of computer experience. To help level the playing field the first chapter is devoted to an introduction to
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computers. Much of the basics are covered, from computer hardware and software to file management procedures:
including step-by-step instructions on using a flash drive. Chapters 2 through 5 cover many of the Revit basics needed to
successfully and efficiently work in the software. Once the fundamentals are covered, the remaining chapters walk the
reader through a building project which is started from scratch so nothing is taken for granted by the reader or the author.
Exploring Autodesk Revit 2019 for MEP textbook covers the detailed description of all basic and advanced workflows and
tools to accomplish an MEPF (Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing, and Fire Fighting) project in a BIM environment. It
explores the processes involved in Building Information Modeling. The topics covered in this textbook range from creating
building components, HVAC system, electrical system, plumbing system, and Fire protection system to designing
conceptual massing, performing HVAC heating and loading analysis, and creating rich construction documentation.
Salient Features: Comprehensive textbook that covers all major Revit MEP tools and concepts. Coverage of advanced
concepts such as worksharing, families, and system creation. Detailed description on building envelope, spaces and
zones, HVAC system, electrical system, fire fighting system, and plumbing system. Step-by-step explanation that guides
the users through the learning process. Effectively communicates the utility of Revit 2019 for MEP. Self-Evaluation Test
and Review Questions at the end of chapters for self assessment Table of Contents Chapter 1: Introduction to Autodesk
Revit 2019 for MEP Chapter 2: Getting Started with an MEP Project Chapter 3: Creating Building Envelopes Chapter 4:
Creating Spaces and Zones, and Performing Load Analysis Chapter 5: Creating an HVAC System Chapter 6: Creating
an Electrical System Chapter 7: Creating Plumbing Systems Chapter 8: Creating Fire Protection System Chapter 9:
Creating Construction Documents Chapter 10: Creating Families and Worksharing Index
Autodesk Revit 2021 Architecture Certification Exam Study Guide is geared toward users who have been using Autodesk Revit for
at least six months and are ready to pursue their official Autodesk Revit certification. This fast paced book will get you ready for the
certification exams quickly with fun and easy to follow instructions, covering everything from masses to views to documentation.
Autodesk offers two levels of certification exam: the Autodesk Certified User exam and the Autodesk Certified Professional exam.
This book covers both of the Autodesk Revit certification exams using step-by-step instructions and is packed with valuable
information you’ll want to know before taking either of these exams. This book will get you up to speed quickly on the nature of
these exams' questions so you will know exactly what to expect on exam day. This book is the most comprehensive and thorough
preparation for these exams available. Included are exercises, practice questions and exam simulations which are intended to
simulate knowledge users should have in order to pass the certification exams. Also included with this book are two complete
practice exams: one for the certified user exam and the other for the certified professional exam. These practice exams are
programs that can be run on your Windows computer. Each exam is timed and designed to simulate the type of questions you
might encounter during the exams. Each chapter is organized into a few sections. The first part of every chapter gives you an
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overview of the topics covered in that chapter. Next is a series of exercises designed to prepare you for the Certified User exam.
After that is a series of exercises designed to prepare you for the Certified Professional exam. Finally, every chapter concludes
with two quizzes, modeled around the two exams, to test your knowledge of the information covered in that chapter. The
competition for jobs is steep, and employers can afford to be picky. Being a certified Autodesk Revit User or Professional is an
excellent way to distinguish yourself amongst other professionals and prove to employers that you possess a high level of
knowledge and skills.
Get up and running on Autodesk Revit MEP 2016 with this detailed, hands-on guide Mastering Autodesk Revit MEP 2016 provides
perfectly paced coverage of all core concepts and functionality, with tips, tricks, and hands-on exercises that help you optimize
productivity. With a focus on real-world uses and workflows, this detailed reference explains Revit MEP tools and functionality in
the context of professional design and provides the practical insight that can only come from years of experience. Coverage
includes project setup, work sharing, building loads, ductwork, electrical and plumbing, and much more, with clear explanation
every step of the way. The companion website features downloadable tutorials that reinforce the material presented, allowing you
to jump in at any point and compare your work to the pros. This is your guide to master the capabilities of this essential productivityenhancing tool. Generate schedules that show quantities, materials, design dependencies, and more Evaluate building loads, and
design logical air, water, and fire protection systems Create comprehensive electrical and plumbing plans tailored to the project
Model your design with custom parameters, symbols, fixtures, devices, and more If you're ready to get on board this emerging
design, collaboration, and documentation paradigm, Mastering Autodesk Revit MEP 2016 is the one-stop resource you need.
"This book is specialized to provide you with essential knowledge easily accessed that you need to quickly begin making Revit
Families. This will assist both the beginner and intermediate Revit user in creating your unique custom Families." -What's New? In 2019 version assign Energy Analysis Space Type information for each space for better Cooling Loads Calculation.
--------------------------------------- The purpose of this book is to provide efficient materials for those who want to learn the software of
Autodesk Revit, especially for those who are interesting in building MEP systems. https://youtu.be/BUAhb__xnbU This book is
ideal for school students and instructors. It also helps MEP professionals who want to add this software tool to enhance their
works. As the title "Step by Step" of this book implies, readers will exercise the software from the beginning to the end of the
modeling. That's how you get the whole picture of the entire story and learn the software. This book covers five major disciplines of
MEP systems: • Mechanical • Hydronic Piping • Electrical • Plumbing • Fire Protection Besides the modeling of 3D Duct Works,
Conduits and Piping, it also covers Energy Analysis, Lighting Calculation, Schedule Creations and many MEP related Properties.
The last two are really the heart of Building Information. Author also included a bonus chapter of Architectural Modeling that will
give reader extra background and experience of the software. I wrote this book in two versions: Imperial and Metric. Reader can
choose the one to suit his/her need. With 1000+ steps, 1000+ figures, 60+ exercise files (download from author's Google Drive) to
guide you to complete the entire modeling of a building, there is no reason you cannot succeed Autodesk Revit MEP.
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A fast, focused introduction to Revit functions, tools, and concepts As the leading Building Information Modeling software package,
Revit is praised for its ease of use, power, and sophistication. Authored by a high profile team of Revit professionals, this reference
and tutorial quickly has readers building skills to an intermediate level by exploring Revit tools and tasks, putting parametric
modeling to use, detailing the basics of views and constraints, and working with detailing, massing, rendering, interior design, and
more. Based on real-world workflows and projects, this book shows you readers how to model, document, present, and share
designs using Revit just the way the pros do. Discussions and workflows are reinforced with tutorials drawn from the authors'
extensive experience, and a beautiful 16-page color insert focuses on real-world Revit projects. Helps novice-to-intermediate level
users learn Revit and its functions, tools, and concepts easily and efficiently Contains straightforward explanations, real-world
examples, beautiful illustrations, and practical tutorials that focus intently on accomplishing vital Revit tasks Features in-depth
discussions reinforced by comprehensive step-by-step exercises that show you how to model, document, present, and share your
designs Includes a beautiful 16-page color insert with inspirational and instructional images drawn from the authors' professional
experience This book is the perfect resource for readers of all skill levels who want to quickly accomplish crucial Revit tasks.
An outstanding tutorial and reference for Autodesk Revit MEP This Autodesk Official Training Guide is the detailed reference and
tutorial you need to master the powerful Autodesk Revit MEP 2013 building information modeling software. The expert authors
combine their considerable mechanical, electrical, and plumbing experience to help you quickly learn the interface and tools, get
hands-on practice with real-world projects and tutorials, and master expert techniques and tricks that only pros who use the
software on a daily basis know. Explains how to integrate Revit MEP 2013 into workflows, worksharing, and schedules Covers
using Revit MEP for mechanical design, including HVAC load analysis and designing ductwork and piping Covers using Revit
MEP for electrical design, including lighting, power, communications, and circuits Covers using Revit MEP for plumbing design,
including water systems, fixtures, sanitary piping, and fire protection Shows how to prepare models for analysis and import/export
gbxml (green building xml) files Addresses managing content, from symbols and annotations to creating devices, adding details,
and producing sheets Mastering Autodesk Revit MEP 2013 is the complete guide to this popular software, with a companion
website that provides before-and-after tutorial files so you can compare your work to that of professionals.
Mastering Autodesk Revit Architecture 2013John Wiley & Sons
Exploring Autodesk Revit 2019 for Architecture is a comprehensive book that has been written to cater to the needs of the
students and the professionals who are involved in the AEC profession. Revit 2019 book is a gateway to power, skill, and
competence in the field of architecture and interior presentations, drawings, and documentations. In this book, the author has
emphasized on the concept of designing, creating families, quantity surveying and material takeoff, rendering orthographic and
perspective views of building, usage of other advanced tools. In this book, the chapters have been punctuated with tips and notes
that provide additional information on the concept. The highlight of Revit 2019 book is that each concept introduced in it is
explained with the help of suitable examples for better understanding. The simple and lucid language used in Revit 2019 book
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makes it a ready reference for both beginners and intermediate users. Salient Features: Comprehensive book consisting of 886
(800 + 86*) pages of heavily illustrated text. Detailed explanation of the commands and tools of Autodesk Revit used for
Architecture. Real-world architectural and interior designing projects as tutorials. Tips and Notes throughout the textbook for
providing additional information. Self-Evaluation Tests, Review Questions, and Exercises at the end of the chapters. Student
project for practice. Table of Contents Chapter 1: Introduction to Autodesk Revit 2019 for Architecture Chapter 2: Starting an
Architectural Project Chapter 3: Creating Walls Chapter 4: Using Basic Building Components-I Chapter 5: Using the Editing Tools
Chapter 6: Working with Datum and Creating Standard Views Chapter 7: Using Basic Building Components-II Chapter 8: Using
Basic Building Components-III Chapter 9: Adding Site Features Chapter 10: Using Massing Tools Chapter 11: Adding Annotations
and Dimensions Chapter 12: Creating Project Details and Schedules Chapter 13: Creating and Plotting Drawing Sheets Chapter
14: Creating 3D Views Chapter 15: Rendering Views and Creating Walkthroughs Chapter 16: Using Advanced Features (For free
download) Student Project Index
The Aubin Academy Master Series Revit 2011 focuses on the rationale and practicality of the Revit Architecture process allowing readers to
learn faster and get a clear sense of the software and an understanding of each tool's potential.
"The intent of this book is to provide the interior design student a well-rounded knowledge of Autodesk Revit tools and techniques. These
skills can then be applied to enhance professional development in both academia and industry. The overall premise of the book is to learn
Revit Architecture while developing the interior of a two story law office. The reader is provided an architectural model with established
columns, beams, exterior walls, minimal interior walls and roofs in which to work. This allows more emphasis to be placed on interior design
rather than primary architectural elements. The chapters chronology generally follows the typical design process. Students will find this book
helps them more accurately and efficiently develop their design ideas and skills. The first chapter introduces the reader to Revit, Building
Information Modeling (BIM) and the basics of opening, saving and creating a new project. The second provides a quick introduction to
modeling basic elements in Revit including walls, doors, windows and more. This chapter is designed to show students how powerful Revit is
and hopefully make them more excited about learning it. The remainder of the book is spent developing the interior space of the law office
with an established space program. A student will learn how to view and navigate within the provided 3D architectural model, managing and
creating materials and develop spaces with walls, doors and windows. Once all the spaces are added to the model, several areas are
explored and used as the basis to cover Revit commands and workflows. At the end of this tutorial, the reader will be able to model floor
finishes, ceilings with soffits, casework, custom reception desk, restrooms, furniture and light fixtures. Additional features such as tags,
schedules and photo-realistic rendering will be covered. " -- product description.
The best tutorial and reference to provide extensive coverage of Revit MEP This perfectly paced Autodesk Official Training Guide covers all
the core concepts and functionality of Revit MEP, Autodesk's hot mechanical, engineering, and plumbing software. Hands-on, real-world
tutorials reinforce the detailed discussions on a variety of Revit MEP topics, including interface, project setup and templates, worksharing, as
well as such mechanical concerns as building loads and ductwork, such electrical concerns as lighting and communications outlets, and such
plumbing concerns as fixtures and water systems. Serves as the only hands-on reference and tutorial to cover Autodesk Revit MEP in
exhaustive detail Explores the interface and walks you through creating and using project templates Devotes extensive coverage to each
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aspect of Revit MEP: mechanical, electrical, and plumbing Includes chapters on solid modeling, creating symbols, using parameters, creating
equipment, and more Shares tips, tricks, and real-world exercises that only professionals who use the software every day can provide To
strengthen the learning experience, readers can download before-and-after tutorial files from the supporting web site so they can jump into
any tutorial and immediately compare their work to that of the professionals.
A newly updated and comprehensive guide to all aspects of visual design From doing a quick sketch to producing a fully rendered model, the
ability to create visual representations of designs is a critical skill for every designer. Interior Design Visual Presentation, Fifth Edition offers
thorough coverage of interior design communication used throughout the design process, complete with a broad range of real-world
examples. This fully updated handbook presents a full range of styles and techniques used for interior design visual communication, from
hand drawing to 3D computer modeling. Its accessible, how-to approach guides you through a variety of methods for executing creative and
successful design graphics, models, and presentations. Recognizing the ongoing proliferation of digital tools for visual representation, this
edition provides the latest information on software used in presentation such as Photoshop, and SketchUp, and covers the integration of
Revit, and AutoCAD generated content into design presentations. • Covers all aspects of visual design and presentation for interior designers
• Includes color illustrations that feature a wide range of project types including residential, healthcare and public projects, designed to
highlight step-by-step instructions • Provides a discussion of incorporation of 3D digital models into presentations including use in virtual
reality, and expanded information on scale models including a discussion of 3D printing • Includes a companion website for instructors,
featuring PowerPoint lecture slides and an instructor's manual From traditional to cutting-edge techniques, Interior Design Visual
Presentation, Fifth Edition gives students and professionals alike the tools to give life to their design vision.
Residential Design Using Revit Architecture 2012 is designed for the architectural student new to Revit Architecture 2012. This text takes a
project based approach to learning Revit Architecture in which the student develops a single family residence all the way to photo-realistic
renderings like the one on the cover. Each book comes with a DVD containing numerous video presentations in which the author shows and
explains the many tools and techniques used in Revit Architecture 2012. This book starts with an optional basic introduction to hand
sketching techniques and concepts intended to increase your ability to sketch design ideas by hand and to think three-dimensionally. The
lessons then begin with an introduction to Revit Architecture 2012. The first four chapters are intended to get the reader familiar with the user
interface and many of the common menus and tools. Throughout the rest of the book a residential building is created and the many tools and
features of Revit Architecture 2012 are covered in greater detail. Using step-by-step tutorial lessons, the residential project is followed
through to create elevations, sections, floor plans, renderings, construction sets, etc.
SUPERB EXECUTION RELIES UPON RIGOROUS PROJECT DOCUMENTATION A project will only be built as well as it is documented.
This publication focuses on the key documentation needs of the landscape architectural design and construction documentation process.
That includes both "design documentation" and "construction documentation" as well as all that which occurs in the transition from one phase
to the other. Documentation requirements include those components necessary to explore and define design intent, logic, physical proposals,
and ultimately, the specific components included within construction and bid documents. Discover how proper documentation facilitates every
stage of the design process from pre-planning to construction, and leads to a highly resolved built outcome. Understand the principles behind
these documentation practices. Implement best practices specific to each documentation phase and drawing, from title block and cover sheet
design to soil plans and plant protection. Organize keynoting systems, cross-referencing and interdisciplinary coordination amongst multiple
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consultants and vendors. Study sample project documents from a leading landscape architecture firm to better understand the elements and
benefits of complete and well-coordinated project documentation. These standards have been time-tested by over 150 designers at the
industry leading landscape architecture firm Design Workshop, reflecting a range of project types, including parks, streetscapes, urban
spaces and over-structure construction. This guide shares the methods behind the success, to facilitate exceptional built outcomes through
principled documentation practices.
Get the Essentials on Autodesk's fastest-growing software package! The new Essentials series from Sybex helps you quickly learn and use
Autodesk software. This beautiful, task-based, full-color Autodesk Official Training Guide thoroughly covers the fundamentals of Revit
Architecture, teaching readers what they need to become quickly productive with this popular building information modeling (BIM)
architectural design software. By following the book's clear explanations, practical tutorials, and step-by-step exercises, you'll cover all the
essentials of a typical design workflow. Topics include how to best use the interface, creating floor plans, adding walls and curtain walls,
generating color fill plans, preparing documentation, as well as annotating, collaborating, and more. This four-color Essentials guide provides
you with the fast and thorough grounding you need in Revit Architecture. Covers Revit Architecture 2012 fundamentals, so you become
quickly productive with the software Prepares you for the Revit Architecture Associate and Professional certification exams Uses
straightforward explanations and real-world, hands-on exercises and tutorials to teach the software's core features and functions Helps you
quickly develop the skills needed throughout a project, whether you're a beginner or a more experienced user brushing up on the basics Go
from concepts to complete construction documents with this essential, full-color guide.
Computer-aided design (CAD) is the dominant design and drawing tool used in architecture, and all students need to acquire basic skills in
using it. This book explains the key CAD skills required to create plans, 3D models and perspectives. Detailed text and hundreds of
screengrabs and visuals are used to demonstrate the various techniques and processes. 2D skills are shown using AutoCAD, SketchUp and
Vectorworks, while 3D modelling and presentation techniques also include 3ds Max, Maya, Form·Z and Photoshop. The reader will learn how
to simplify the software interface and tools in order to focus on the most common and useful tasks. This is an invaluable guide for all students
of architecture.

Commercial Design Using AutoCAD 2012 is designed for the architectural student using AutoCAD 2012. The intent is to
provide the student with a well-rounded knowledge of tools and techniques for use in both school and industry. This text
takes a project based approach to learning AutoCAD in which the student develops a campus library. Each book comes
with a CD containing numerous video presentations of the written material. The first two chapters are intended to get the
reader familiar with the user interface as well as the most common menus, tools and commands that are required to work
effectively with AutoCAD 2012. By the end of chapter two the student will be excited and prepared to take on a much
larger project. Throughout the rest of the book the student develops the campus library. Using step-by-step tutorial
lessons, the library project is followed through to create FFE plans, interior elevations, schedules, and details. In these
chapters many of the additional tools and features of AutoCAD 2012 are covered in greater detail. General building
codes and industry standard conventions are covered in a way that is applicable to the current exercise.
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The competition for jobs is steep, and employers can afford to be picky. Being a certified Revit Associate or Professional
is an excellent way to distinguish yourself amongst other professionals and provide potential employers a sense of
security knowing that you possess a high level of knowledge and skills. This book is geared toward users who have been
using Revit for at least six months and are ready to pursue their official Autodesk Revit certification. Autodesk offers two
levels of certification exams: an Associate certificate and a Professional certificate. This book uses step-by-step
instructions to prepare you to take both of these tests. The Unofficial Revit 2011 Certification Exam Guide is a concise
book that will get you up to speed quickly on the nature of the exam's questions so you will know exactly what to expect
on exam day. This book provides the most comprehensive and thorough preparation for theses exams available.
Included are exercises and practice questions which simulate knowledge users should have in order to pass the
certification exams.
Learn BIM the Revit Way Revit is Autodesk's industry-leading Building Information Modeling (BIM) software, and this
Autodesk Official Training Guide thoroughly covers core Revit topics such as modeling, massing, sustainability, and
more. It also brings you up to speed on advanced techniques such as using Revit in the cloud and how to go direct to
fabrication. Organized by real-world workflows, this book covers the interface, templates, worksharing, modeling and
massing, visualization techniques for different industries, sustainability, roofs and floors, stairs and railings,
documentation, and much more. This Autodesk Official Training Guide teaches you how to use the leading BIM software
and also serves as a study aid for Autodesk's Certified Associate and Certified Professional exams Organized according
to actual workflows, the book begins with an explanation of key BIM concepts, familiarizes you with the interface, and
then moves into actual application Covers modeling and massing, the Family Editor, visualization techniques for various
industries, documentation, annotation and detailing, and how to work with complex walls, roofs, floors, stairs, and railings
Companion website features before-and-after tutorial files, so readers can jump in at any point Mastering Autodesk Revit
Architecture helps you learn Revit in a context that makes real-world sense.
"The intent of this book is to provide the interior design student a well-rounded knowledge of Autodesk Revit tools and
techniques. These skills can then be applied to enhance professional development in both academia and
industry."--Cover.
I have previously purchased this book and need to access the files that come along on the disk supplied. Where can I
find these files at? Thank You.
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